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PRESIDENT’S TAX PROPOSALS WOULD REDUCE
STATE REVENUES BY $64 BILLION OVER 10 YEARS

By Iris J. Lav

There are 11 tax proposals in the President’s budget that would affect state revenues,
causing states to lose up to $64 billion over the next 10 years. These provisions all would reduce
in various ways the amount of a taxpayer’s income that is potentially subject to tax. Because
most states with an income tax use the federal definition of adjusted gross income as the basis for
their own income taxes, these proposed federal tax cuts would flow through to the states and
reduce state income tax revenues.

The provisions that would reduce state revenues include the elimination of the taxation of
dividends, an increase in expensing for small businesses, a new charitable deduction for non-
itemizers, an “above-the-line” deduction for long-term care insurance premiums, expansion of
Archer MSAs, the consolidation of employer-based retirement savings accounts, and several
others (see table). One provision — the expansion of Roth IRAs (renamed Retirement Savings
Accounts) and the creation of the Lifetime Savings Accounts — appears to increase both federal
and state revenues in the near term. Over time, however, these provisions would cause a large
loss of revenue at both the federal and state levels.

According to the Administration’s budget, these 11 provisions will result in a net federal
revenue loss of $153 billion in the five years between 2004 and 2008. The federal revenue loss
grows to $277 billion in the subsequent five years from 2009 to 2013.

As a rule of thumb, one can roughly estimate that aggregate state revenue losses from
these types of tax cut provisions would equal about 15 percent of the federal revenue loss. Thus,
if these provisions were enacted, states would stand to lose $23 billion between 2004 and 2008.
As the proposed savings accounts grow in cost over time, so would the state revenue loss. The
state revenue loss would rise to more than $41 billion over the subsequent five years from 2009
to 2013.

These revenue losses are on top of the state revenue losses that resulted from the 2001 tax
law changes. In particular, the estate tax changes enacted in 2001, and which are made
permanent in the President’s budget, have a $75 billion cost to states in the 2004-2013 period.
While approximately one-third of the current cost of the estate tax changes to states has been
avoided because 17 states are “decoupled” and thus have not incorporated the federal changes, it
is unclear whether decoupling will be sustainable over the long term.
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Tax Proposals in President's Budget That Would Reduce State Revenues
(millions of dollars)

2004-2008 2009-2013 2004-2013
Federal Cost

Eliminate taxation of dividends -$140,232 -$220,092 -$360,324
Increase expensing for small business -8,372 -6,211 -14,583
Charitable deduction for non-itemizers -5,944 -6,627 -12,571
Tax free IRA withdrawals for charitable -1,944 -2,132 -4,076
Above the line deduction for classroom expense -1,001 -1,351 -2,352
Above the line deduction for long-term care premiums -6,641 -21,614 -28,255
Archer MSAs -1,777 -3,357 -5,134
Exclude employer-provided computers -249 -305 -554
Exclude 50% gains conservation property -209 -322 -531
Expand tax free savings 14,820 -12,818 2,002
Consolidate employer-based accounts -1,269 -1,742 -3,011
Total Federal Cost -$152,818 -$276,571 -$429,389

State Cost
State Loss (15% of federal cost) -$22,923 -$41,486 -$64,408


